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Characterisation of coherent rotating modes in a magnetised plasma column

using a mono-sensor tomography diagnostic
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France

(Dated: 11 July 2016)

In this paper we report on an original tomographic diagnostic using a single sensor on a magnetized plasma
column. The experimental set-up and the numerical inversion method used to interpret the data are presented.
The core plasma evolution during the rotation of coherent modes is characterized with this tomography
diagnostic. The experimental observations show that the mode shape is constant during the plasma rotation.
The results are also compared to two-dimensional probe measurements.

PACS numbers: 42.30.Wb, 52.35.Py, 52.70.Kz, 52.75.Xx

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past few years, several linear devices have
been investigating the physics of coherent rotating struc-
tures, helped with recent developments in both tech-
nology and theory. Plasmas with cross field configura-
tions are present in many domains, including Hall effect
thrusters, ion sources and magnetic fusion. These con-
figurations can lead to various types of nonlinear insta-
bilities among which coherent rotating structures have
been observed frequently1–5. In this paper, we present
a new way of monitoring the magnetized plasma of the
Mistral device6 sketched in figure 1. An Argon plasma
created by a thermoionic discharge, with a typical pres-
sure P ≃ 10−2 Pa and electron density ne ≃ 1015 m−3,
and temperature Te ≃ 4 eV is studied. The device is
separated in two zones: the source chamber, and the lin-
ear plasma chamber. The source chamber consists of 32
heated tungsten filaments emitting electrons with an en-
ergy of a few tens of electron-volts (primary electrons),
with randomized trajectories through a magnetic cusp
configuration. The primary electrons are injected in the
second chamber through an 80 mm diameter diaphragm.
As a consequence, the central plasma column is slightly
electronegative. The linear chamber, where we study the
plasma, is a 1.2 m long and 0.4 m wide cylinder with a
16 mT axial magnetic field. The plasma is limited by a
grid at each end of the column (called collector and sepa-

rating grid in the figure 1) and is surrounded by a 20 cm
wide cylinder, each of them can be polarized to control
electrons confinement.
Global modes with azimuthal numbers m = 1 or

m = 2 are routinely observed on Mistral7–11 and can
be kept steady for several hours. These modes have been
interpreted12 as Simon-Hoh13,14 instabilities with null ax-
ial numbers (k‖ = 0). A simplified fluid model based on
the azimuthal momentum equation in the presence of a
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FIG. 1. The Mistral linear plasma device. The blue under-
lined elements can be individually polarized, controlling the
longitudinal (collector and separating grid) and the radial (in-
ner cylinder) boundary conditions of the plasma.

radial electric field qualitatively reproduces the depen-
dences of the mode rotation frequency on the pressure
and the magnetic field15. Primary electrons play an im-
portant role in the apparition of those highly non-linear
modes by creating a radial electric field between the neg-
ative plasma and the wall8,9. Consequently, the radial
electric field is expected to be able to expel energetic
electrons in the limiter’s shadow that will ionise a plasma
arm. Therefore the boundary conditions play a key role
in the instability existence by balancing the axial and
radial confinement in order to incite the electrons to be
radially ejected from the column.

Most experimental works on linear devices have been
performed with electrostatic probes assuming that the
mode structure is constant over a period of rotation. De-
spite the fact that tomography diagnostics are seldom
used in low temperature plasma experimental studies,
due to price and dimensions, this technique can bring
new insight on plasma physics. Tomographic analysis
is non-invasive, temporally resolved acquisition is easily
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FIG. 2. Single sensor tomography set-up (mid-plane section
of the column).

achievable and no hypothesis is required regarding the
plasma shape and motion. The experimental set-up and
the associated numerical tomographic inversion are pre-
sented in section II, before we analyse the results in sec-
tion III. They are finally compared to 2D reconstructions
of the plasma using a Langmuir probe in section IV.

II. MONO-SENSOR TOMOGRAPHY SET-UP

Taking advantage of the rotating mode long life span
(up to 2-3 hours—limitation imposed by the source cham-
ber increasing temperature), tomography is performed
using conditional sampling with a single sensor moved to
different positions (figure 2). The acquisition at each po-
sition is synchronized with the plasma rotation through
the trigger probe (polarised at V > Vp) signal. The trig-
ger occurs when an excess of current is detected, mean-
ing that the probe is seeing the plasma rotating arm at a
specific position. The sensor is an amplified photodiode
with a 107 V/W gain, giving a sufficient sensitivity and
a good signal/noise ratio. We separate the sensor from
the plasma using an optical fibre in order to prevent any
magnetic perturbation and to have a higher mobility of
the optomechanical system.
The acquisition of signals for tomography with a sin-

gle sensor requires its displacement to different calibrated
positions. In order to limit associated errors, we only
used a single movement, giving three possible chords se-
tups. The first is a translation of the collimated optical
fibre leading to parallel chords. The second is a trans-
lation of the bare fibre behind a pinhole, giving fan dis-
tributed chords. Finally, the third option is to reproduce
the same fan distribution with a rotation of the colli-
mated fibre. The fan distribution is known to lessen the
effect of noise by providing more viewing angles16. How-
ever, the pinhole reduces the available luminosity by a
factor 25, greatly decreasing the signal/noise ratio, and
looking at the whole plasma with the rotative system
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FIG. 3. Variation of the coefficient I(z) weighting the transfer
matrix, for different positions of the sensor (here the optical
fibre) φ regarding the lens’ focal length f . Here f = 10.9 mm.

would require the fibre holder to be placed through the
vacuum chamber window. The parallel configuration has
therefore been preferred. The plasma facing end of the
fibre is collimated with a lens to a conical line of sight
from 8 (at the lens) to 15 mm (at the opposite wall) wide.
The number of positions (tomography’s lines of sight) is
chosen so that the viewing cones do not intersect their
neighbours before the wall, yielding 2 × 16 lines of sight
through the optical apertures. The plasma’s emissivity
is recorded at each position during about 2 ms (about 10
mode rotations). For each position, the measurement is
repeated 16 times and then averaged to increase statis-
tics.
The numerical tomographic inversion is based on a

finite-element scheme. The cross-section of interest is
divided into N pixels whose emissivity E = (ej)j∈[1..N]

contributes to the 32 integrated measured signals S =
(si)i∈[1..32]. E and S are related by the transfer ma-
trix T = (tij) depending on the geometry of the system
and the response of the detector. By inverting the sys-
tem T.E = S, the local emissivity can be retrieved from
the line integrated measurements. The transfer matrix is
determined by calculating and discretising the power P
received by the sensor from each plasma element d3r:

P =

∫∫∫

Vchord

∫

Λ

e(r, hν)E(hν)
Ωlens(r)

4π
d(hν) d3r

in which Vchord is the volume of the chord, supposed here
to be conical, Λ is the sensor spectral range, and Ωlens(r)
is the solid angle of the lens seen from the plasma ele-
ment d3r. In the integrand, e and E are the emissivity of
the element d3r and the sensor spectral response respec-
tively, with the three dimensional position vector r and
the energy variable hν. For an optically thin plasma and
lines of sight defined by a finite sensor behind a simple
aperture17,18, each element tij is given by the length lij
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of the ith chord in the jth pixel multiplied by a calibra-
tion constant A: T = A.(lij). However, when a lens is
used for the collimation, some simplifications cannot be
made, and the transfer matrix elements become

tij = lij .Iij

where I is a function of the distance z between the lens
and the pixel, depending on the lens size and focal length,
the sensor (here the optical fibre) size, and the distance
between the sensor and the lens. Figure 3 shows the
variation of I(z) for several distances φ between the lens
and the sensor, in the experimental configuration used
here. With variation of only 0.5 mm (6 5 % of the focal
length), there is an important variation of I(z), which is
also different for either side of the focal point. In order
to ensure which function had to be used for the transfer
matrix, the optical fibre was placed at φ = f − εf, with
εf = 0.3 mm. This way potential errors on the placement
would not change the slope of I(z) for z in our range of
interest (200 to 400 mm), so without an absolute calibra-
tion the result would remain unchanged.
To solve this large, ill-defined and underdetermined

system, the Tikhonov regularisation is used, so solutions
minimising

1

2
(T.E − S)2 + αR,

with α a positive weighting parameter and R a regularis-
ing functional, are sought for. Several inversion methods
were tested on arbitrary signals and on ghost images,
having in mind future analyses on non-coherent modes
using an upgraded tomography set-up being installed on
Mistral. Among zero, first and second order, minimum
Fisher information and SVD regularisations19, the sec-
ond order spatial derivative proved to have the most
consistent results and a low sensitivity to noise in our
case. Figure 4 shows a ghost image (left), its discreti-
sation (top-right) and the tomography result associated
(bottom-right). The average error between each of their
pixels is between 10% and 15% for different ghost images
with up to 15% random noise.
In order to perform the tomographic inversion, the fol-

lowing hypotheses are made:

(H1) The chords are cone-shaped, defined in cylindrical
coordinates (r, θ, z) by

{r ∈ [0, rmax (z)], θ ∈ [0, 2π], z ∈ [0, zmax ]}

with z the distance to the lens, zmax the distance
between the lens and the wall, and rmax (z) the ra-
dius of the line of sight at position z.

(H2) In any given chord, the emissivity is constant in a
(r, θ) disk: e(r, hν) ≃ e(z, hν).

(H3) The solid angle of the lens seen from any point of
those disks is constant: Ωlens(r) ≃ Ωlens(z).
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FIG. 4. Ghost plasma image (left) and its discretisation (top
right) compared to its tomographic reconstruction (bottom
right). On the ghost image the pixels used in tomography
are shown in white, the lines of sight for the artificial mea-
surements arein green, and the red circle represents the di-
aphragm.

(H4) The emissivity is constant inside a pixel.

(H5) The emissivity is zero where there is no pixel.

(H6) Pixels are only linked by the minimisation of the
second order spatial derivative, present in R.

Some comments on those hypotheses are in order. (H1)
only assumes no irregularity in the circular symmetry of
the optical system. (H2) supposes that the chords’ spread
is small enough compared to the pixels size. If the charac-
teristic sizes of the lens (radius and focal length) and its
line of sight’s radius are much smaller than the distance
at which the plasma is seen, (H3) is respected. (H4)
requires to have small enough pixels, but the number
of pixels (and consequently their size) is limited by the
number of measurements plus the regularisation method.
Finally, the combination of (H2), (H3) and (H4) points
out the need for an accurately collimated system.
For the experimental conditions considered in this pa-

per, the plasma spectrum is largely dominated by neutral
argon emission lines9. With the low plasma densities in
Mistral (< 1015 m3), the coronal model can be used20.
In these conditions, the intensity of the neutral emis-
sion lines is proportional to the thermal electrons’ den-
sity ne,th and the primary electrons’ density ne,p, so the
calculated local emissivity E is a linear combination of
ne,th and ne,p: E = a.ne,th + b.ne,p, with a and b func-
tions of the energy of the thermal and primary electron
respectively and the excitation cross sections of Argon by
collision with electrons.
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FIG. 5. Raw time evolution (horizontal axis) of the signal
from each position (vertical axis) during 1 ms. See figure 2
for the position numbering. The signal is normalized to the
highest value of the whole acquisition.

III. EXPERIMENTAL TOMOGRAPHY RESULTS

In this section, we will use the system described previ-
ously to study the behaviour of the coherent mode during
its rotation.
The time evolution of the raw measurements at every

positions is shown in figure 5, with the positions number
1 to 16 from the top of the plasma and 17 to 32 from
the side, as displayed in figure 2. The sinusoidal oscil-
lation of the mode is clearly seen, with a phase shift of
+π/4 between the top and the lateral measurements in-
dicating a anticlockwise rotation (looking at the plasma
from the left side on figure 1). The mode frequency is
f ≃ 5.8 kHz. An intensity asymmetry between the rising
edge and the falling edge of the oscillation, i.e. when
the sensor sees the plasma arm is in front of and behind
the central plasma respectively, is noticeable, especially
for the lateral aperture (positions number 17 to 32). This
asymmetry is due to the geometrical factor I discussed in
the previous section. The plasma being between 200 and
400 mm from the lens, the decrease in I exactly compen-
sates for the asymmetry of the signal and the different
asymmetries between the top and lateral positions come
from the top measurements being made a couple centime-
tres further from the plasma, where I(z) is flatter.
Tomographic inversion is applied at each time step to

reconstruct the evolution of the local plasma emissivity.
To increase readability, we separate the emissivity into
the temporal average and fluctuations component:

E = 〈E〉t + δE,

and show in 6-(a) 〈E〉t normalised to the value at the
plasma center, and in 6-(b) the emissivity variations rel-
atively to the time average. The frames are separated by
45.6 µs, for a total of about 80% of a whole period. The
time evolution of the emissivity profile visually confirms
that the mode remains constant during its rotation.
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FIG. 6. Tomographic inversion results: (a) temporal aver-
age emissivity over the whole acquisition normalized to the
central point of the plasma. (b) Emissivity variation at four
different times of a single period. The black circle represents
the limiter. The spatial scale is in millimetres.

In order to compile the spatial evolution during the
whole acquisition into a single figure, the azimuthal emis-
sivity profiles are extracted at several radii and phase
shifted to have their maxima aligned for all time steps,
and the average over all time steps is calculated and
displayed in figure 7. The information about the time
evolution of the coherent mode is contained in the er-
ror bars, representing the standard deviation. The figure
7 shows the small standard deviation of the azimuthal
shape of the mode, confirming that the mode remains
constant during its rotation. Additionally, the same dis-
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FIG. 7. Averaged emissivity over the whole rotation of the to-
mographic reconstruction of the experimental measurements
as a function of the azimuthal angle at different radii. The
errorbars represent the standard deviation during the whole
rotation of the plasma.

play method can be applied to ghost images whose time
evolution is simulated by a numerical rotation, in which
case the same error bars appear, indicating that those
variations mainly come from numerical noise.

IV. COMPARISON BETWEEN TOMOGRAPHY AND

LANGMUIR PROBE MEASUREMENTS

In addition to tomography, a radially movable cylin-
drical Langmuir probe has been used to characterise
the coherent rotating structures. The probe acquisitions
were triggered using a second probe polarized above the
plasma potential, as in the previous section. There are
two main downsides to this diagnostic: it is intrusive, and
a radially movable probe can a priori only give informa-
tion on the time evolution at different radii. Yet, recon-
structing the azimuthal density profile using a delayed
trigger is possible under the hypothesis of the plasma
uniformity during its rotation, which was validated by
the tomography results of the figure 6. Two-dimensional
probe measurements (azimutal and radial) were there-
fore performed. The electron density and temperature,
and the plasma potential, respectively ne, Te and Vp,
were computed from the probe measurements. However,
the magnetic field and the primary electrons lead to a
highly anisotropic and bi-Maxwellian plasma. Therefore,
we used the Druyvestein formula21 to reconstruct the
electron energy distribution function f from the second
derivative of the I(V ) curve (current versus polarization).
Densities and temperatures then come from the first and
second moments of f respectively. This method has the
advantages of being independent of the probe shape (as
long as it is convex) and being weakly sensitive to the
details of the electron velocities distribution22.
The reconstructed section of the electron density and
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value measured at its center. The red arrow shows the rota-
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circle represents the limiter and the outer circle (visible at
each corner) is the polarised wall.

plasma potential is shown in figure 8. The time delay be-
tween two azimuthal positions is 30 µs and the plasma ro-
tation period is 270 µs, hence 9 azimuthal measurements
for each of the 5 radial positions. The plasma potential
and density measurements also display both radial and
azimuthal variations in the central column. The plasma
potential shifts toward the direction in front of the arm,
creating a local electric field inside the limiter in addition
to the one at its boundary.

Figure 9 shows the radial variation of the density az-
imuthal average 〈ne〉θ and its associated variations δne

for both tomography and probe measurements, knowing
that under the uniformity hypothesis we have 〈ne〉θ ≃
〈ne〉t. The density variation δne(r) is taken along the axis
passing through the maximum density. Both diagnostics
reveal a peaked plasma at the center and a positive and
negative shift on each side of the center. However, the
tomographic measurements display a narrower averaged
density and a lower, but more symmetrical, radial shift
than the probe equivalent. Such a difference may be ex-
plained by the emissivity being much more sensitive to
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ne,p than the total density (measured by the electrostatic
probe), since ne,th ≫ ne,p. Also, primary electrons have
a much higher velocity in the parallel direction, so the
characteristic times of their perpendicular transport is
less important than the parallel transport one, especially
compared to the thermal electrons. In order to quantify
the contribution of each electron population to the emis-
sivity, the radiative theory would need to be detailed, or
the tomography diagnostic would need to be coupled to
a spectrometer.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we show that mono-sensor tomography
gives the possibility to reconstruct the local emissivity of
the plasma with a simple (regarding both configuration
and calibration), low cost and low space demanding di-
agnostic, especially compared to a full scale tomographic
instrument. Contrary to probe diagnostics, it has the ad-
vantage to be non intrusive. However, its use is limited
to the study of periodic or reproducible events.
It was here used to characterise the time evolution of

the emissivity inside the core plasma during coherent ro-
tating modes, demonstrating its steady rotation. A single
Langmuir probe could then be used to reconstruct a cir-
cular section of the plasma, giving more information on
its density and temperature.
Preliminary intensified pictures taken outside of the

rotating regime show potential evidence of small scale
turbulence which could be at the origin of the instability

when the external parameters (mainly boundary condi-
tions and pressure) meet some specific requirements. A
full scale tomographic diagnostic is under implementa-
tion to study the growth of the rotating modes.
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